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1- INTRODUCTION 

 

Parishan Lake is located in the southern Zagros Mountains of Fars 

Province, south-east of the town of Kazeroon. It is a shallow but 

permanent lake, having a maximum area of 40244 hectares. Following map 

shows PL's location in Iran.  Both Lake Parishan and the related wetland 

of Dasht-e Arjan are extremely important for waterfowl of various species. 

The lake is encircled by approximately 13 villages, although the major 

population concentrations are at the western end (bordering Khazeroon 

town) and along the southern fringe. The villages of Parishan are largely 

agricultural. Some of the relatively wealthier villages fish during the winter 

months to supplement agricultural and livestock incomes. Boats are also 

used for recreation and local transportation, and hunting of water birds – 

while illegal – is a widely acknowledged dietary supplement for poorer 

villagers. Thus the lake plays a fairly central role in the livelihoods of the 

local villagers, and their awareness of its importance is correspondingly 

high.  

 
 Fig. 1 – General Location of Arjan-Parishan Biosphere Reserve 
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2- AGRICULTURAL LAND OWNERSHIP ISSUES 

 

A registration reference has been assigned to each of them. Following table 

contains name and registration reference of each parcel of land around the 

lake.  

 
Fig. 2 – Lake Parishan and its Adjacent Villages 

 

 

Table 1- Villages and Their Registration Reference adjacent to LP 

Name of Land 
Registration 

Reference 
Name of Land 

Registration 

Reference 

Famur (Helak, 

Deh paga, Kuh 

bozi, Kuh araban) 

44 
Ayazabad and 

Pole Abgine 
536 and 1414 

Deh Paga 22 Korai 546 

Dasht-e-Barm 77 Nasirabad 571 
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Name of Land 
Registration 

Reference 
Name of Land 

Registration 

Reference 

Blyan 444 Kamankesh 562 

Merenjan 441 Drak Shiri 537 

Shaman 442 Seyfabad 544  , 546 

Abouali 472 Molla are 544 

Sharenjan 524 
Beng (affiliated 

by shahrenjan) 
532 

Parishan  76 

 

There is some valuable information in DoE archive as follows: 

 registration reference, area of natural resources, and governmental 

land in letter numbered 2112 (444446), 

 copy of separated  villages by their registration reference in letter 

numbered 2254 (444445), 

 inquiry for situation of agricultural land from Fars DoE and its response 

in letter numbered 14245416744 (4644424) 

 

 

There are some conflicts in the following lands (Figure 2):  

 Two pieces of lands (546514 , 544527) as parts of Seyfabad Village were 

bought by DoE. According to documents these lands with area of 

277564 ha and 31153321 ha respectively, are owned by DoE. However, 

DoE has never processed the lands. According to the law, ownership 

document will be issued if the owner provide the registry office with the 

documents of owning, as well as he must introduce the land which 

there is no occupier in it. On this basis, DoE should claim to judiciary 

office to send out the occupiers from the land, then requests for 

registration document (سند). 

 A 2776444 m2 piece of land (as a part of 546) has been bought from 

Koraee Torks by DoE. However it has been occupied by offenders. 

 Still two pieces of land (as parts of 546) have not been bought. Total 

area is about 144ha which belong to Mr. Piran and Mr. Dehghan. 

 There are some disturbance from Molla Are, Konar Khoshk, Nargeszar, 

… but there is no document and estimation on the area. Pivate and 

public land have been defined by Natural Resources Organization. 

Nevertheless DoE has no information.  

 Nargeszar is owned by Oghaf, in authority of Jehad and agriculture and 

rented to Ministry of education. 

 Hellak, Maleky, ArabGAvmishi, NArgeszar, KonarKhoshk, and 

MollaAre are claimed to be under Oghaf Organization. 
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 There are some pieces of land in which owner is DoE but there are 

some disruptions on them. Disruption is illegal cultivation on the land. 

DoE claimed to judiciary office. List of the records of following lands are 

followed by DoE: 

o A 1 ha land in AyazAbad, 

o A 14 ha land in PoleAbgine where Fishery is offender. The case 

has been referred to Governor Office by Judiciary Office. In this 

case a Jetty is included which is placed in Sharenjan. 

o A 2ha land in Hellak, 

o A 6ha land in Dehpaga, 

 

 
Figure 2. Schematic of Land Conflict 

 

The key points regarding information, organizations and maps are: 

 there are lots of information which the project needs in Kazeroon and 

Shiraz, 

 it seems that the cooperation of other organizations is kind and useful, 

 there are all needed maps (with scale of 1:14444) in Kazeroon (Jehad 

and agriculture) but they are not digital, 

 there are all needed digital maps with proper  scale (e.g. 1014444) in 

Shiraz (natural resources organization), nevertheless, it was not 

possible to get such information from them despite all meetings, 

 all lands (in terms of registration) can be defined in the maps easily, 
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 There are two maps (1064444) from Parish Lake showing the lake and 

its borders - one is related to 1274 and the other to 2444. Both are 

available in Kazeroon DoE. 

 According to the Natural Resources Office in Kazeroon, there are 

all maps related to the registered lands adjacent to LP (scales: 

1014444 and 1024444). But they are hard copy. Natural resources 

Office in Shiraz has digitized them. They are asked to provide us 

with a 1026444 map. Also they are able to define the borders of 

registered lands. Then, Shiraz DoE can insert PA borders on the 

digital map. 

 According to the meeting with chief of Registration Office of 

Kazeroon, they will review and approve the map as soon as they 

receive it. In this situation the legal owners are defined. 

 A real problem is the map of boundaries of the PA in DoE. There 

are two maps. The newer version is based on year 1272 when 

Arjan and Parishan used to be National Park. The older one is 

based on year 1243 when Arjan and Parishan became a 

Protected Area. It should be defined which one is inforce.  

 

 

3- Key Issues and Recommendations 

 

1. The first issue to manage a PA is to fix the defined boundaries. 

Afterward, protection (with participatory method) and zoning can 

be implemented. This project aims to solve any encroachment 

on land and to settle any dispute on land conflict to be able to fix 

the PA boundaries. The process to resolve the disputes should 

be clear and should be agreed by all parties involved. This 

action should be implemented as quickly as possible with 

cooperation and involvement of all related organizations and 

local communities’ representatives.  

2. Map of boundaries should be communicated among agencies. 

3. Mechanisms for resolving conflicts about land use and 

ownership need to be established. One possibility is to 

establish a committee to review the situation. The 

committee should consist of representative of Kazeroon 

registration office, Fars and Kazeroon DoE, Fars and 

Kazeroon Jehad and Agriculture (land affair), Fars Natural 

Resources Organization, Local Communities 

representatives, Judiciary office. Different kinds of dispute 
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resolution processes should be explored, examples 

obtained of how they work in practice and a proposal put 

forward for discussion.  

4. The detailed steps toward solving the land problem are 

being presented in “Disputes on Encroachment” portfolio. 

6. There should be cooperation between DoE and Natural 

resources Organization for exchange maps and 

information. 
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Annex 1. 

Announcement of Boundaries of  

Arjan and Parishan PA 
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Annex 2. 
Schematic of Lake Parishan 
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Annex 3.  
Some maps of adjacent lands to the Lake Parishan 
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Annex 2. 
Current land conflict map 
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